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Abstract- It has been observed by several researchers that office design has an impact on employee’s productivity. But in the context of Pakistan this effect was not identified up to higher extent, especially in the banking sector. Therefore the major reason for writing this paper is to analyze the impact of office design on the employees of Islamic banks operating in Pakistan, and after studying prior research work a systematic research model was developed having eight independent and one dependent variable. However collecting data from the Islamic banks was not easy, but through the analysis of prior research work we became able to develop closed ended questionnaire which were circulated among the employees of Islamic banks. The type of investigation we performed was causal and after the analysis of collected data through SPSS we have found that data is reliable for conducting research and through the implementation of regression on the selected data we have concluded that all the factors associated with the office design except office furniture, office equipment and communication does not have any impact on employees productivity in the Islamic banking sector of Pakistan.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been observed that there is a huge impact of working environment on job related activities of employee. Positives outcomes as well as negative outcomes of job related activities are the result of factors which are associated with working environment of employee. (Chandrasekar, 2011) But due these factors which are responsible for affecting employee activities are in a continuous change since last decades because of continuous change in information technology, change in social environment and change in the flexible manners of performing work. (Hasun & Makhbul, 2005)

Another research work revealed that productivity of employees is directly related with the their emotional as well as physical aspiration to work and if they are motivated then their productivity will be increased. Moreover it has been also highlighted by the research that availability of appropriate work environment is also a potent factor in decreasing the rate of absenteeism and this decrease will produce the positive impact on the level of productivity of employee. (Boles, Pelletier, & Lynch, 2004) But some other researchers investigated this phenomenon more deeply and argued that positive effects will be seen on employee’s productivity when organization became able to implement the strategy for workplace environment strategy properly. It includes proper use of job design, machine design and environment and facilities design. (Burri and Halander, 1991)

As current era is full of competition therefore employers are quite aware about their workforce and therefore they can easily utilize effective working environment in order to motivate their employees. Not only this factors related with environment at workplace also affect life styles, fitness and health of employees and also their work-life balance. But if organization does not able to arrange these factors appropriately then they will create the negative impact not only upon employees productivity but also on their health, life styles and work life balance. (Chandrasekar, 2011) Therefore organizations are trying to provide effective working environment as it will not only increase the productivity of the employees but also became reason for the increase of productivity at organizational level. (Naharudding & Sadegi, 2013) Research work done in mid nineties indicated that employees who are disturbed by the work place environment are always seems to be complaining about the discomfort and lack of satisfaction due to workplace. Some of the common factors which can cause this discomfort and lack of satisfaction are effect of lighting, ventilation and noise. (Evans & Cohen, 1987) Research work conducted in 2008 reveals that functional comfort must be provided to employees at their workplace and if organizational does not able to provide the functional comfort then it will produce negative affects not only on work but also on the health of the employee. (Chandrasekar, 2011)

Statement of Problem: In current times it has been realized by the organization that there is a high importance of comfort of employees in workplace environment, and they are eager to improve office design not only to take competitive edge but also to increase level of productivity and retain their effective and skilled employees. (Sehgal, 2012) While the most potent variable of organizational psychology is productivity of employees and this must be continuously be monitored and improved by applying modern tools and techniques. (Borman, 2004) and in upcoming era of increased competition the success or failure of the organization will be dependent upon their ability to recruit and retain most effective workers and therefore the importance of office environment has been increased as it’s treated as a tool through which organization became able to develop and support strong corporate culture and effectively engage hearts and minds of their employees (Seghal, 2012) Furthermore research conducted in US found that forty percent of the employees believe that the reason of improper design of the work place is that the organization believe that doing betterment in the workplace design will increase their cost on the other hand it has been also revealed by the research that office design does not have the priority for the organization. Moreover accumulated data of the research also indicated that one out of every five employees mark their working environment in the
range of fair to poor. While 90% of the respondents believes that in appropriate quality of work environment is affecting their attitude towards work. (The Gensler Designs, 2006)

But when we talk about the Pakistan’s scenario the topic looks relatively news and we will find very few research works addressing the effect of office design on employee’s productivity. Not only this most of the organizations operating in Pakistan are continuously neglecting the requirement and importance of office design and this ignorance is the main reason for the decrease of employee productivity and also causing frustration and lid on the level of personal growth of employees. (Hameed & Amjad, 2009) In the economy of Pakistan banks are treated as one of the fastest growing sector and performing job in banks is also treated as one of most challenging one. As doing job in this sector is full of stress not only because of variety of product range but also because of diversification of scope. Therefore conducive work environment is the main requirement of banking industry in order to make their employees motivated and satisfied. Therefore effective ergonomics must be provided to employees working in banking sector in order to make them generate maximum productivity. Moreover banks are service based organization and they are heavily dependent upon their employee’s for the application of core competencies and also for attracting and retaining customers by providing quality based services to them. (Awan and Tahir, 2015)

But as mentioned before in Pakistan there is no significant work done on the effect of office design on employee productivity (Hameed and Amjad, 2009) especially in the category of those banks which are offering Pure Islamic Banking Services and as all of knows that Islamic banking sector is one of the top growing sectors of Pakistan. Therefore there is a need of descriptive research in order to determine the effect of variables associated with the office design on employees

**Research Objectives:** Objectives of this Research are as under:

1. To analyze the impact of proper lightening in on the productivity of Islamic Bank employees
2. To check the result of office furniture on the productivity of Islamic Bank employees
3. To determine the effect of office equipment on the productivity of Islamic Bank employees
4. To view the outcome of air quality on the productivity of Islamic Bank employees
5. To observer the upshot of color on the on the productivity of Islamic Bank employees
6. To measure the conclusion of communication on the productivity of Islamic Bank employees
7. To judge the consequence of noise on the productivity of Islamic Bank employees
8. To examine the outcome of spital arrangements on the productivity of Islamic Bank employees
**Research Model:** The research model of this descriptive research is as under:

- **Productivity of Employees:** Research work conducted in the year 1997 provide us one of the very effective definition of employees productivity and according to the research “Productivity is that which people can produce with the least effort” (Rolloos, 1997) While researches conducted before 1997 also provides us some considerable definitions of employees productivity which are still coherent with the current concept of employees productivity. As for instance productivity of employee is defined as “Output per employee hour, quality considered”. (Sutermeister, 1976) and from these definitions we concluded that productivity is a quotient through which we can measure the level of conversion of input resources into goods and services. That means researchers indicates that increase in performance can be determined by lesser rate of absenteeism in the organization, lesser rates of early goings late arrivals and breaks taken during work. (Hameed and Amjad, 2009)

  In recent times employee productivity is considered as the most potent variable from organizational perspective is performance of employee. (Borman, 2004) it is dependent not only level of sincerity and the desire of employee towards efforts but also upon level of motivation of the employee. (Sinha, 2001) While the research conducted in the year 1999 indicated that most important factor which is responsible for shaping employee performance is social status associated with the job (Howell and Hall-Merenda, 1999) and this finding is also coherent with the findings of the research work conducted by Greenberg and Baron of year 2000 and according to these researchers social status of work produces positive impact on the level of performance and also upon career of the employee. While the research work conducted in the year 2003 research became able to figure out various factors which are shaping employee’s performance. These factors include physical work environment, expectations from performance, feedback of performance, a proper system for allocating rewards for good or bad performance, office equipments, development of skills, knowledge and job related attitudes and availability of standard operating procedures. (Naharuddin & Sadegi, 2013)

  **Office Design:** It is defined most properly by B-Net Business Directory and according to it is “Formation of workspace in a way which can aid in completion of work in the best way”. (B-Net Business Directory, 2008) it can make an employee became fir or misfit with the (Cooper and Dewe, 2004) Other research conducted in the year 2005 indicated that organization must ensure the proper arrangement of factors associated with physical work environment in order decrease the effect of work stress from the employees. (McCoy and Evans, 2005) As impact of office design is a critical issue, even research work done in early nineties indicted the impact of office
design and according to the research improvement in work environment can improve the level of employee performance from five to ten percent. (Brill, 1992) Research further indicated that proper arrangement of these elements will not only decrease the level of stress but also helpful in development of proper link between activities associated with workplace. (McCoy and Evans, 2005) The importance of office design on level of preference of employees can be determined by examining the study which shows that among all the respondent of the research 31% are those which are satisfied with their jobs because of the desirable working environment while 50% are those which will prefer those organizations which will provide good working atmosphere and environment. (Hameed and Amjad, 2009)

Variables Associated with Office Design: In the research work conducted in the year 1984, researchers tried to rank all the variables of office design which are responsible for enhancement in employees motivation, satisfaction and productivity (Brill et al. 1984) and research work done in the year 1995 found that employees of a company were not happy because of levels of noise, temperature, air quality and light in the working environment, and due to this the level of productivity was also declining. (Leaman, 1995)

Furniture: Chairs, Desks, Shelves, Drawers etc all are included in office furniture and all of these are responsible for the increase and decrease of employee’s productivity as well as organizational functioning. One of the most considerable issues with the purchase of office furniture is their ergonomics, and it is important as employees have to use them for all the time they are in office. (Sehgal, 1992 & Saha, 2016) and according to the research work conducted in the year 1994 fifty percent life of majority of workforce spend in their offices and this affect their performance, mental status, action ad abilities in a great manner. (Sundstrom, 1994)

Use of ergonomics furniture increases the probability that employee will feel better while using these items as if employee does not feel good while using these items his productivity will surely decline. Increased importance of ergonomics office furniture can be illustrated by narrating the lines of research work conducted in the year 1992 that organizations also consult specialist of ergonomics in order to improve ergonomics of their offices. As the ergonomics of the furniture does not only increase the productivity of employees but also reduces the chances of any incident which can harm employees, therefore employees will remain comfortable and motivated to perform better at work. (Sehgal, 1992 & Saha, 2016) As in Pakistan the normal office timings are from 9 AM to 5 PM and employees spend most of their office time in using office furniture and that’s why we can understand why office furniture is one of the most potent variables in shaping the productivity. (Akhtar, Ali, Salman, Rehman & Ijaz, 2014)

Intensity of Light: Lightening is treated as one of the most important element for creating comfort for employees at work. But it depends upon the condition that, available light is helpful or harmful for the productivity. (Frank, 2000) Natural as well as artificial light affects the performance a work. (Akhtar, Ali, Salman, Rehman & Ijaz, 2014)

As most of us usually believes that the use indoor or artificial light to help us in performing those tasks which require intense visual focus, especially when there is lacking of external light. But the recent discovery showed that light also helpful in maintaining our alerterness at work. This is also supported by the research work that performance and well being of employees is also dependent upon the quality of indoor light. But only the brightness of indoor light is not significant for the performance of the employees, we also have to adjust type and quality of light required with the requirements in order to improve the working experience and productivity of employees. (Sehgal, 1992) As dim light can creates fatigue and can also harm level of productivity at work. (Saha, 2016)

Communication: The method use by the organization to publicize their goals is known as communication. (Ayats, 2005) This is not enough prior research work conducted in the year 1997 also emphasized on the point that the success or failure of any organization is dependent up on the communication. As, communication is treated as the transfer of ideas, emotion and opinion among people (Ince & Gul, 2001) and interaction of workforce with each other most of the times result in development of new ideas and possibilities. (Orpen, 1997) Without communication it is not easy for us to understand the unfamiliar facts and stories associated with life. (Femi, 2014) Communication in office implies the transmission of information from one employee to another, and it is also responsible for shaping the routine performance of employee. Not only is this communication also an important tool for those who wish to be effective part of the work team. (Buchanan & Doyle, 1999) In organization top management use effective communication for developing and sustaining their competitive advantage in order to optimize organizational performance. (Rowe, 2001)

Noise: The type of environmental pollution which has more drastic effects then our estimation is known as Noise. Various sources of noise pollution include the noise from construction projects, noise from road traffic, air traffic and from airports. While when we talk about the effect of noise at work the noise which can disturb the work is from simultaneous conversation. But reason why we does not pay desired attention towards this is that noise does not produces visible results oftenly, and that’s the reason that most of us believes that noise is not the reason for health related problems. But the recent research work also identifies that noise can also produces hazardous affect of human health. (Sehgal, 2012) As indicated by the research conducted in the year 1995 that lesser productivity, irritation and increase in the level of stress all are the outcomes of higher level of noise. (Saha, 2016) and the research conducted in the year 2001 also supports the finding of the research work done in 1995 and according to the research of 2001 workers health and psychological well being can immensely be affected by the poor noise system. (Cooper, Dewe & O’ Driscoll, 2001) Moreover study done in the year 1996 indicated that there is direct relationship between the presence of noise at workplace and increase of blood pressure of the employees which decrease the productivity of the employees. (Quible, 1996) According to the research work conducted in the year 2003 it has been proved that noise affect eh productivity at most in work environment as it cause distraction of about 71% while lightening and air cause the distraction of about 9% and 20% respectively. (Folsom, 2003)

Color: Among all the other variables of office design, color is also treated as the one which is important in influencing
employee productivity. According to research majority of the workers pay concern towards physical effects of the color, and does not pay attention towards the psychological impacts which color creates. (Quible, 1996) But in reality color is not creating impact on human body, only but also influences their productivity and wellness as color is the variable which creates impact on human mind as well as spirit. (Baughan and Young 2001) Moreover different people associate different meanings, with the colors. As people who prefer red color treated it as the one which shows workers are energetically, aggressively and bravely. Those who prefer blue perceives hat workers are loyal and faithful. Different activities need different colors and selection of inappropriate colors might result in the problems discussed above. But it is really a big challenge to administration of the office to facilitate each and everyone with their preferred colors. Therefore they must pay concern to three important variables before selecting the color for the office (a) Function of work (b) Physical Location and (c) type of emotions desire. As research evaluated that different type of work require different types of colors, as working associated with advertising, software development and fashion designing will be done effectively by using warm colors in the workplace like red & orange colors. While work which requires more concentration require come cool colors like blue and green to make employee work effectively. Smart color selection of the work place not only enhance the level of creativity and productivity of employees but also decreases the fatigue and their health related issues. (Sarode and Shirsatth, 2012)

Research work conducted in the year 1996 proved that there are three factors which must be kept under consideration by management before choosing the appropriate color for the work environment these three important factors associated with the work design are various types of emotion and desire, functions of work and location of the organization or department (Keeling and Kallaus, 1996) another research work also claims that selection of wrong color as per the requirement might produce negative impact on employees health and mentality in the form of headaches, eye strain etc. (Kwallek, 2002) as previous research work found that work that require piece and calm and smooth working require those colors which are the symbol of piece like green and blue while any sort of work which require creativity and implementation require those colors which initiates the requirement for instance like orange and red. (Baughan and Young, 2001)

Office Equipment: Machines and other devices used for the fulfillment of all the responsibilities and activities which are required to perform the assigned job come under office equipment. Research work conducted in the year 1996 pointed out that office equipment are the main elements which increase the productivity of employees as they enables them to produce more output in lesser amount of time but also enables them to achieve better quality of work as compared to the past. (Keeling and Kallaus, 1996) Furthermore research work conducted in the year 2000 shows that in case of office equipment company has two options i.e. they can have these weather by leasing or by purchasing as office furniture can be used for longer period of time as the result of long life time associated with them therefore its better for the organization to purchase them but in case of office equipment its not true as the use of office equipment can be changed as the result of change in technology and as the result of requirement of different personnel having different caliber and working methods. (Quible et al, 2000)

Another research work pointed out that the criteria to judge and select the office equipment is not easy for the company as the selection of office equipment must also done in accordance with the preference and comfort of the person who are going to use these equipments and also must in accordance with the cost of achieving these equipment, their durability, their reliability and dependability in order to produce more and more comfort for the employees and in order to provide them satisfaction and to raise their efficiency and effectiveness. (Cullen, 2002)

Spatial Arrangements: Research conducted in the year 2007 found that nine out of ten workers believe that there is an impact of work space quality and increase in employee’s productivity. (Hughes, 2007) Therefore the use of office cubicles is not preferred by big organizations now days and companies are trying to change the form of office space in the form of smaller work stations. Companies are doing this not only to save the cost associated with cubicles, but there are some other reasons too which are forcing companies in replacing the working station with cubicles. These reason are more eco-friendly structure of cubicles with slim panels. (Chen, 2011)

But from 1940’s to 1950’s companies use to develop large offices for their employees in “Bull pen” fashion where we saw raw after the another of open desks with no separate division of audio or visual technology. (Sullivan, 2013) in these office there were no privacy and the offices were usually full of noise. (Lagorio-Chafkin, 2014) During these times there was minimal importance of privacy of employee at work place as no one consider this at the factor related with workers productivity. But after sometimes German introduces more open work environment, b using moveable portions as the tool for dividing the work space (Sawal, 2014) But this design is found as ineffective by those organizations which tries to implement this (Eggeres, 2012) as it was easy to some workers to create bigger portion for themselves by moving the partition in space vacated for others, moreover employees who are habitual of working on separate desk were also found disturbed by this new work settings. (Eggeres, 2012) This system did not appeal to Mr. Robert Propst and he didn’t believe that this system is good for employee performance that’s why he tried to understand behavior of different workers during work. (Herman-Miller, 2014) and in the year 1964 Mr. Robert Propst presented his first action plan which is the major reason for the new development in the office space design during these days, but somehow the plan was not able to create the desired impact on the (Lagorio-Chafkin, 2014) But he continue his research and in the year 1964 he became able to release much better action plan for the office layout-II which has a workspace on front side and all the other sides are covered by walls. (Saval, 2014) The intent was to create more space and flexibility for employees at work. (Lagorio-Chafkin, 2014) and this results in the increase of productivity and this can be evident by the findings of 1988 that by that year almost 40 Millions of Americans start working in the type of work place action plan-II designed by Mr. Robert Propst. (Saval, 2014)
Air Quality: Among all the elements which stands in last in the proper office design is the air quality. (Gilhooley, 2002) We can simply define air quality by the number of impurities it has. (Clements-Croome and Derek, 2008) There are numerous negative impacts of poor air quality on employee’s health such as problems which can cause respiratory issues, headaches and fatigue which can cause decrease in employees productivity. (Sarode & Shirsath, 2012) Moreover sensory system of human being is also affected by air quality. (Clements-Croome and Derek, 2008) Research work conducted in the year defined comfortable working environment as a place where workers can perform their work appropriately, as it’s not only clean but also have satisfactory level of temperature, humidity and ventilation. These dimensions are associated with air quality as higher level of heat at work place might results in decrease employee motivation and also can diminish the level of concentration employee to pay to work and also increase the probability of heart attacks to employees, and can also give birth to several heat related problems in employees. (Sarode & Shirsath, 2012) research work conducted in JCAHO found that 40 percent of non presence was the result of poor air quality as employee suffered due to poor air quality and found unable to attend their offices as per the schedule. (Gilhooley, 2002)

In recent times in most of the offices air conditioners are installed in order to maintain pleasant atmosphere and temperature level in the room for the maintenance of productivity of employees but there are some important factors which must kept under the consideration by the managers i.e. it has been observed that most of the overweight employees work better when the level of temperature is low and the underweight and smart workers work better under the increased level of temperature (Kelling and Kallaus, 1996)

Moreover the other research work conducted in the year 1996 indicated that the level of maintained humidity affect the level of maintained temperature in the office therefore it is suggested that administration manager must try to maintain up to 60 percent humidity in the office in order to produce pleasant effect on the employees. (Quible et al, 1996) Furthermore the research also indicate that too low humidity level in the office might result in stuck of magnetic tapes and magnetic disks while processing and when there is too high humidity then condensation of electronic equipment can be seen. Air and its proper circulation is also the essential element of the office design it prevent inhaling of inadequate air by the workers. (Kelling and Kallaus, 1996)

Research Methodology: The purpose of research selected for this research was “Descriptive” in nature and the type of investigation used in order to find the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables was “Causal”. The Time Horizon for the research was “Cross Sectional” as it has been done on snap shot analysis and the unit of analysis was “Individual”.

Moreover Questionnaire was the tool which was used to collect data from our respondents by providing them questionnaire at their place of interest. That’s why the type of experiment we have conducted was “Field Experiment” and the interference of the researcher was “Moderate” in nature. The type of sampling we have selected for the research was “Probability Sampling” and the method of sampling was “Proportionate Random Sampling” as we have selected sample of total 300 respondent i.e. 60 (Sixty) respondents from top five Islamic banks operating in Karachi.

Statistical Testing and Evaluations: Initially we have implemented Anova Test on the collected Data in order to find out the Reliability of the Data and after implementing the data we found that data is reliable enough to conduct research as its reliability was found to be 61.4%.

Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.811^2</td>
<td>.657</td>
<td>.614</td>
<td>.51564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover in order to find out the relationship between the independent variables associated with the office design and employees productivity we have used regression on the collected data and after evaluating the data through SPSS we have found the following results.
As indicated by the analysis of SPSS that only three variables i.e. Office Furniture, Office Equipment and Communication has the impact on the employees productivity and all the other variables associated with the office design are not creating any impact on the employees productivity as far as Islamic Banking Sector is concerned.

II. CONCLUSION

After the analysis of finding of collected data from SPSS we have concluded that Human Resource and Administration Managers of Islamic Banks must focus on the effective use of office furniture, office equipment and communication within the department. As it is believe by most of the respondents of the research that these are the variables of office design which are creating impact on employee’s productivity.

Areas for Future Research: We have conducted the research on the “Effect of Office Design on employees Productivity”, but as we have mentioned in the introduction of the research there is so much room available for research within the topic. As for instance other researchers might conduct the research on the same topic by selecting developed or under developed areas of Pakistan or by emphasizing on sub variables related with the quality of air i.e. Humidity, Level of Temperature in the office etc in order to make readers understand the importance of these variables effectively.
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